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Perseus Digital Library Evaluation   
Community 
Perseus Digital Library is a project that was started in 1985 with help from the Annenberg/CPB 
Project; it was later funded greatly by the Digital Library initiative Phase 2, which was made 
available by the National Endowment for Humanities (NEH) and the National Science 
Foundation. Their mission has developed over the years but in general their main mission is 
stated to be, "Our larger mission is to help make the full record for humanity as intellectually 
accessible as possible to every human being, providing information adapted to as many linguistic 
and cultural backgrounds as possible." Their audience is usually of the undergraduate researcher 
variety but they also cater to Greek and Latin Scholars particularly. A number of full and part 
time members, who are housed at Tufts University, along with collaborators and scholars 
through out North America are responsible for the Perseus Digital Library project. 
 
Content 
Perseus Digital Library has digitized images of objects, places, inscriptions and printed pages, 
geographic information and other digital representations of objects and spaces in which they 
classify these things as Human Readable Information. They also have items that fall under a 
Machine actionable knowledge category for them; this includes catalogue records, encyclopedia 
articles, lexicon entries, and other structured information sources. I was unable to find an 
separate written collection development policy on the site but I do believe they have one if not a 
well define policy, through out the site they talk about their focus being originally the Classic 
Hellenistic World (Greek and Latin collection) but has grown to broader fields and they added 
more collections to their development. It would seem only those on staff can add information and 
objects to the digital library, however they do offer research opportunities to allow both students 
and scholars alike to add to the collection information. 
 
The library is set up like a special collection that might be find in a physical library, each 
collection is separate and within each collection they are broken down the same way. For their 
collections they have separated them by category, i.e. Greek and Roman Materials, Germanic 
Materials, and 19th century Americans. With in these categories the materials are arranged 
alphabetical order and then broken down even more into sequential order. 
 
Services 
Perseus Digital Library is offered free of charge to the public and while they are willing to help 
with any question related to the Perseus project they do not offer instructional or reference help 
on specific research questions and projects. For help searching their database they have a tool 
called the Perseus Lookup tool that functions like an advance search engine. It helps point a 
researcher to the information that could help with their work, but it is ultimately up to the 
searcher to figure out which material would be beneficial to them. 
 
Technology 
The Perseus Digital Library is created and maintained as open source software. It was started off 
as a CD-Rom based collection but than moved onto the web. "Perseus is a practical experiment in 
which we explore possibilities and challenges of digital collections in networked world." On the 
homepage one can find numerous links to other associations that have either help through 
funding or information, also a link to Tufts Digital Library can be found as well. 
  
In general Perseus Digital Library is an interesting project that has made it their goal to 
incorporate more than one collection that has far reaching implications.  
	  


